Picatejo - Sea Trips
ABOUT

What is your level of adventurer? How far are you willing to go on a promenade: A romantic get-away with
champagne and candles? An observation of the sunset? An active race? A photographic expedition or a dinner with
friends?
Any one of these experiences can be had on board the boats of Picatejo -Sea Trips.
To ensure that all customers derive maximum pleasure from these experiences, the fleet offers different types of
boats.
For those who like the challenge of speed (in and out of water), it is best to ""top"" the full 225 horsepower (and
corresponding adrenaline) the RIB (Rigid Inflatable Boat) offers and go at a speed of above 30 knots (about 50 km
per hour) along the monumental scenery of Tagus Estuary (lasts one hour). It is possible to choose from other circuit
as well, in the case you have two hours (also aboard this RIB), and let it take you to the Park of Nations, the Oeiras
Marina Promenade, Seixal, or Alcochete a marine life sanctuary.
But if you want to take it slowly, then the best suggestion is to sit comfortably on a yacht of 14 meters (the Oceanis
44, or a Lagoon Catamaran) and quietly enjoy, for four hours or a full day, the magnificiency of the Tagus Estuary
and its neighbouring venues of Cascais, Vila Franca de Xira and Sesimbra.
Experiences to have on your own, in a family group or with friends, fast or slow with the additional possibility of
sleeping on board. Fair winds and be welcome to sail with us at PICATEJO Sea Trips.
Contacts
Pontão 9, Doca de Santo Amaro 1350-353 Lisboa
+351 917 236 720
Telephone:
pica.tejo@gmail.com
E-mail:
Website:

http://www.picatejo.pt

Activities
Boat Trips
Fishing
Nature watching
Whale watching
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Boats for hire
Canoeing
Kayak
Sailing
Orienteering
Birdwatching
Waterski
Observation of geology
Jet ski hire
Hydrospeed

Other information
Registration No.: 63/2012
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